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NEW QUESTION: 1
CORRECT TEXT
You wish to change the daemons that start at a run level 3.
Type in the command that would give a text menu based
application to set the daemons for this runlevel
Answer:
Explanation:
ntsysv --level 3

NEW QUESTION: 2
Business strategies may be characterized by their effects on
operations. The distinction between a compact car and a luxury
car reflects which operational strategy?
A. Cost.
B. Quality.
C. Service.
D. Flexibility.
Answer: B
Explanation:
A quality strategy involves competition based on product
quality or process quality. Product quality relates to design,
for example, the difference between a luxury car and a
subcompact car. Process quality concerns the degree of freedom
from defects.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Kubernets mainly includes which of the following functions?
A. solve communication problems between Docker cross-node
containers
B. and implement virtual Effective management
C. use Docker to package, instantiate, and run applications
D. run and manage cross-node containers in a cluster mode
Answer: A,C,D
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